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Chapter 2671: Survival of the Fittest 

“Huhu,?similarly you are a Song Family’s descendant, but Song Minzhe, you’re simply a piece of trash!” 

“Just this bit of skill, you also dare to show off your incompetence in front of Brother Wenhao?” 

“What a joke! The Song Family actually let you come and make up the numbers!” 

… … 

When Song Wenhao opened his mouth, there were immediately many people who concurred, helping 

to reprove Song Minzhe together. 

Song Wenhao was popular and would definitely be an important person in the future. 

Getting on his good terms at this time would be equivalent to climbing up a large tree! 

Song Minzhe was Song Wenhao’s cousin. In this generation, he had a mediocre aptitude and barely 

managed to be sent over. 

However, in the eyes of the Song Family, he was merely playing the character of accompanying the 

crown prince to study. It was impossible to be selected. 

Normally, Song Wenhao looked down on this cousin and had no lack of disparaging him in the family. 

“Big Brother, I don’t have the intention of displaying my slight skill before an expert. I just felt bored 

from waiting. So why not practice fire controlling technique to pass the time,” Song Minzhe said. 

Pah! 

Song Wenhao gave him a backhanded slap and shouted coldly, “Learned to talk back?huh!?Those who 

can come here, which one isn’t stronger than you? With your paltry skills, go back home if you want to 

be a disgrace. You coming here is losing face for the Song Family!” 

Song Minzhe covered his face, but his eyes were very stubborn. 

He did not feel that he did anything wrong! 

Practicing fire controlling technique to pass the time was wrong too? 

When Song Wenhao saw that Song Minzhe was not convinced, he was even more furious. 

Bang! 

He kicked Song Minzhe’s chest again, directly sending him flying with a kick. 

“Presumptuous thing, you dare to look at me using this sort of eyes? This young master will beat you, 

this disobedient thing, to death!” 

Creak! 

Right at this time, the pill refining room’s door was suddenly opened. 
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Ye Yuan brought Cui Tong and the rest and walked in slowly. 

“Third Hall Master is here!” 

The group of geniuses were surprised and hurriedly stood in line. 

Even Song Wenhao also reined in his arrogance and stood there respectfully. 

Song Minzhe struggled to his feet and did not say anything. He just stood at one side quietly. 

Ye Yuan’s gaze swept over everyone’s faces. All the geniuses felt short on breath, nervous to the 

extreme. 

They did not know why. This person in front of them clearly had a similar cultivation realm as them. But 

when they faced Ye Yuan, they had a feeling of being seen through. 

“For you guys to be able to come here, it means that you guys are all elite disciples in your families! 

However, being selected by your families doesn’t mean being selected by me too! This hall master has 

my own standards for choosing people. Now, you all practice by yourselves. Let this hall master take a 

look at your strength first!” Ye Yuan said coolly. 

Many people were immediately raring to go as soon as they heard it. 

Just as Ye Yuan said, those who could come here were all elites. 

They naturally wanted to display their strength in front of Ye Yuan, in hopes of being able to become Ye 

Yuan’s disciple. 

That was true grade inheritance! 

“Who’s first?” Ye Yuan said. 

“I’ll go first!” Song Wenhao came forward on his own accord and was the first one to step out of the 

ranks. 

Many people wanted to compete to be the first too, but seeing that Song Wenhao had made a move, 

they consciously backed out. 

The first one to take the stage naturally had an advantage. 

First impressions were the most lasting! 

The earlier someone displayed their skills, the earlier it could capture people’s eyes. 

Especially someone like Song Wenhao, the moment he made his move, it would seem dull and 

disinteresting afterward. The chances of being selected would clearly be much lower too. 

Of course, this was also established on the foundation of strength. 

If one did not have strength but took the stage first, there could only be the result of being beaten. 

Ye Yuan nodded slightly and said, “Okay, you’ll refine a grade one Foundation Establishment Heavenly 

Pill!” 



Song Wenhao smiled proudly and said, “Third Hall Master, the Foundation Establishment Heavenly Pill is 

too simple, it can’t demonstrate my strength at all!” 

Ye Yuan’s brows furrowed slightly and he said with displeasure, “Are you testing this hall master? Or is it 

this hall master who’s testing you?” 

When Song Wenhao saw that Ye Yuan got angry, he could not help being alarmed inwardly, and 

hurriedly said with embarrassment, “I-It’s naturally Third Hall Master who’s testing this disciple! Okay, 

the Foundation Establishment Heavenly Pill it is!” 

When Song Wenhao made his move, he was indeed strong, immediately attracting a furor of 

exclamations. 

To him, grade one Foundation Establishment Heavenly Pill was simply child’s play. It was too easy. 

Very soon, the heavenly pill came out of the furnace! 

Without the slightest surprise, middle ninth grade! 

To a grade two heavenly alchemist, being able to refine the grade one Foundation Establishment 

Heavenly Pill to middle ninth grade was a very impressive thing in itself. 

After coming down, Song Wenhao had a proud look on his face. 

He believed that this heavenly pill could absolutely move Ye Yuan! 

Unless he was blind! 

Of course, Ye Yuan appeared very calm. 

Song Wenhao was not very surprised. To really talk about geniuses, Ye Yuan was the most freakish one! 

Being able to refine true grade heavenly pills at this age, this was a monster! 

However, Song Wenhao would not be unduly humble either. In his view, Ye Yuan just had a better 

background than him. 

Following this, the various major families’ genius disciples displayed their strength one after another. 

Ye Yuan did not make them refine other heavenly pills either, it was all grade one Foundation 

Establishment Heavenly Pill. 

Only after spending a full three days’ time did Ye Yuan finish watching all of these people. 

However, when Song Minzhe was refining, Ye Yuan paid special attention and secretly nodded his head 

in his heart. 

Actually, the things that happened here, Ye Yuan had long perceived it at a glance. 

In reality, making them wait here was a part of the assessment in itself. 

Ye Yuan had an impression of every person present. 

After everyone finished refining, all the geniuses looked at Ye Yuan with looks of anticipation. 



While Song Wenhao was brimming with confidence. 

“Now, whoever I point to, stand over there.” 

Ye Yuan slowly extended his hand and pointed at Song Wenhao first. 

Song Wenhao revealed a smile like it was as expected, and stepped out of the ranks to stand at one side. 

The others cast envious looks towards him one after another. 

“You!” 

“You!” 

“You too!” 

… … 

Ye Yuan pointed one by one. Many of those he pointed at were the top geniuses of the various major 

families. 

Even if some people were not as good as Song Wenhao, they were about the same too. 

Ye Yuan pointed at more than 150 people in one go before stopping. 

Those who were pointed at were all beside themselves with joy. 

While those who were not pointed at had dejected faces because they lost a golden opportunity. 

“You all can go back already!” Ye Yuan said to the 150 over people indifferently. 

Song Wenhao was taken aback and said, “What … What did you say?” 

Ye Yuan raised his volume a little as he said coolly, “I said, you all can go back already! The rest will 

become my disciples.” 

As he said, Ye Yuan pointed in Song Minzhe that direction. 

He was kept. 

Song Wenhao opened his eyes wide, a look of disbelief as he said, “Third Hall Master, are … are you 

mistaken? This bunch of trash is going to become your disciples?” 

Ye Yuan’s brows furrowed and he said in a cold voice, “What did you say?” 

Song Wenhao suddenly raised his voice and said furiously, “Third Hall Master, you hold great power and 

authority, but us noble family disciples aren’t easy to bully either! Were you messing with us noble 

family descendants by having our families send us over? I really don’t know what kind of benchmark 

you’re using to assess, eliminating us geniuses and leaving behind these trash!?Huhu,?I, Song Wenhao, 

am not convinced!” 

“I’m not convinced either!” 

“I’m not convinced!” 
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Chapter 2672: Giving Pointers 

This group of geniuses was all stubborn and unruly people. If there was really a justifiable reason to 

eliminate them, then forget it. 

Yet, Ye Yuan picked a bunch of fellows who were not outstanding, and he eliminated all of these 

outstanding ones instead. How could they be willing to agree?” 

Even Song Minzhe themselves also had blank faces, making neither head nor tail of it. 

In reality, they also agreed with Song Wenhao’s point of view in their hearts, thinking that Ye Yuan was 

intentionally making fun of these noble families. 

Otherwise, how could they, these characters who were accompanying the crown prince to study, 

possibly be chosen? 

Ye Yuan had clearly long anticipated these people’s reactions and said indifferently, “This hall master 

naturally knows that you guys are not convinced. However, this hall master will make you all convinced! 

Starting from today onward, all of you can come here every day too, and receive my guidance and 

cultivate according to my requirements. Three months later, you guys will undergo a showdown. If you 

all can win and slap this hall master’s face, this hall master naturally welcomes you to stay!” 

Song Wenhao’s gaze turned sharp, and he said with a sneer, “Third Hall Master, this is what you said! I, 

Song Wenhao, am definitely slapping this face!” 

“Third Hall Master, I hope that you don’t go back on your word!” 

“Dueling with this bunch of trash, this young master can win them lying down!” 

… … 

What could change in three months? 

Moreover, they were even able to receive the same guidance! 

With their talent, they would only pull further and further away from those trash. How could they 

possibly be surpassed? 

Ye Yuan just smiled and said, “You all rest assured. This hall master is naturally a man of his word. When 

the time comes, not only will you guys stay, this hall master will even apologize to you guys!” 

Song Wenhao smiled coldly and said, “Then what are we still waiting for? Let’s start!” 

Ye Yuan nodded his head and said, “The first lesson that I’m teaching you all is cultivating grade one 

Foundation Establishment Heavenly Pill to the realm of upper ninth grade! Now, let’s start!” 

“What? Grade one Foundation Establishment Heavenly Pill? Third Hall Master, you aren’t joking, right? 

Grade one Foundation Establishment Heavenly Pill, what’s there to cultivate?” Song Wenhao was taken 

aback and immediately questioned. 
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Ye Yuan said coolly, “You just need to do it, why are there so many questions? If you don’t want to, you 

can leave right now!” 

Song Wenhao’s face turned black, and he said in a solemn voice,?“Humph!?Isn’t it just upper ninth 

grade? This young master has already reached middle ninth grade. Isn’t it half a step away from upper 

ninth grade?” 

Hence, the group of geniuses started practicing by themselves. 

They did not feel that grade one Foundation Establishment Heavenly Pill had any use, but they could 

only follow accordingly. 

In Song Wenhao’s view, with his talent and strength, reaching upper ninth grade would just be easily 

achieved. 

But he was wrong! 

Before upper ninth grade, it could be achieved by relying on talent. 

However, upper ninth grade required hard work plus talent. 

He tried ten times and failed. 

100 times and still failed. 

Hence, he started getting irritated and impatient! 

But, the more so, the more he could not refine an upper ninth grade. 

In fact, the quality even showed regression. 

“What the bloody hell! Your Father has refined for half a month. What’s the use of spending time on this 

kind of meaningless thing every day?” Song Wenhao knocked all the things on the table off with a smack 

as he said impatiently. 

In reality, it was not just him who felt annoyed and impatient. 

Those few people that Ye Yuan pointed out would more or less appear somewhat agitated and restless. 

In their view, being able to reach ninth grade was already enough. 

Wasting time on this kind of meaningless thing was not worth it at all. 

Their refinement was also intermittent and half-hearted. 

Low-level basic heavenly pills were worthless in their eyes. 

However, most of Ye Yuan’s attention was on Song Minzhe. 

This boy’s temperament was level-headed. He treated each pill refinement very seriously and never 

rested too. 

A person should not underestimate this point. To a heavenly alchemist, it was a tremendous 

consumption of energy and willpower. 



Without the support of strong willpower, it was simply impossible to do it. 

Furthermore, Ye Yuan perceived from him practicing the fire controlling technique previously that his 

foundation was very solid. 

The disparity between Song Minzhe and Song Wenhao was actually just affinity! 

In terms of affinity, Song Wenhao shook Song Minzhe off by several streets. 

But in terms of perseverance, in terms of foundation, in terms of temperament, Song Minzhe shook 

Song Wenhao off by more than a dozen streets! 

However, in Ye Yuan’s view, the latter was the prerequisite to becoming a powerful heavenly alchemist. 

Therefore, he was very optimistic about Song Minzhe. 

Song Minzhe had clearly realized it too. This was a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity for him. 

Therefore, he was pushing himself frantically. 

Song Minzhe’s talent was poor, which was also just relative to Song Wenhao. 

Actually, Song Minzhe’s foundation was very solid. 

His grade one Foundation Establishment Heavenly Pill already reached peak eighth grade too. There was 

only a step away from ninth grade as well. 

And a short half a month later, he finally crossed ninth grade, this threshold, as well! 

In reality, in this half a month, Ye Yuan had been continuously giving guidance to the geniuses present 

too. 

Including the Song Wenhao that he looked down upon the most! 

But, with regards to the refining technique of the grade one Foundation Establishment Heavenly Pill, 

these so-called geniuses would not take it in at all. 

Instead, it was this bunch of so-called trash who accepted it unconditionally. 

In this half a month, each of them made tremendous improvements. 

Of course, this bit of improvement was utterly not worth mentioning in the view of Song Wenhao and 

the rest. 

Seeing Song Wenhao flew off the handle, Ye Yuan said in a solemn voice, “Pick it up!” 

Song Wenhao said with a cold snort, “Based on what? Third Hall Master, you’re clearly targeting us! 

What’s there to refine about the lousy Foundation Establishment Heavenly Pill?” 

Ye Yuan’s gaze turned sharp and he said in a cold voice, “This hall master will say it again; pick it up for 

me!” 

A powerful aura pressured Song Wenhao until his expression changed abruptly. 



Similarly being a Greater Sublime Heavenly Stratum, the feeling that Ye Yuan gave him was actually like 

that of a ferocious beast. 

Too terrifying! 

“I … I’ll pick it up!” 

After Song Wenhao picked it up, Ye Yuan said in a solemn voice, “Get lost!” 

Song Wenhao’s expression changed and he said in a solemn voice, “What … What did you say?” 

Ye Yuan snorted coldly and said, “You don’t deserve to be here! Right now, immediately, at once, get 

lost!” 

In Ye Yuan’s view, with this kind of temperament, it was simply impossible to have any accomplishments 

in alchemy. 

What could high affinity show? 

Moreover, affinity in itself could be changed! 

Song Wenhao’s gaze turned cold and he said in a solemn voice, “Third Hall Master, I think that you’re 

forcing our Song Family to break away from Heavenly South Pill Hall!” 

Ye Yuan said disdainfully, “Just the likes of you can decide the direction of the Song Family too? If you’re 

still not scramming, this hall master will send you out personally!” 

Song Wenhao’s eyes were spewing fire and he shouted coldly, “I’ll go then. Either way, it’s useless to 

stay here too! Two and a half months later, I, Song Wenhao, will definitely make you apologize to my 

face! You think that by relying on this bunch of trash, you can win against me?” 

Finished talking, Song Wenhao turned right around and left. 

In the pill refining room, it was silent. There was only the sound of flames bursting forth. 

Song Minzhe and the rest were still immersed in pill refining at this time and were completely oblivious 

to what was happening here. 

To Ye Yuan, this was merely a small interlude. 

Song Wenhao was nothing more than a clown jumping around, falling short of Ye Yuan’s standard. 

Time flew by quickly. Three months’s period ended very soon. 

On this day, the various noble families’ patriarchs arrived one after another. 

After Song Wenhao went out, Ye Yuan’s criteria for selecting people also immediately shocked all of the 

noble families. 

Today, they naturally had to come and take a look as well. 
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“This is simply nonsense! This Third Hall Master drove all of our noble families’ most elite disciples back! 

Those who remained are all some guys that aren’t of any use, what the hell is this?” 

“In my view, he did it on purpose! He has never thought of leaving behind the true grade heavenly pill 

inheritance at all!” 

“He’s deceiving the two hall masters and also wants to fool us, these noble families!” 

… … 

In the main hall, there was a noisy clamor. 

Many family heads expressed strong displeasure with Ye Yuan’s actions. 

Even Song Tianyang and Yun Baiyu two people, their expressions were very ugly too. 

They both had a feeling of being fooled. 

But luckily, the Song Family and Yun Family both left three people behind. 

However, the Song Family’s and Yun Family’s strongest juniors, Song Wenhao and Yun Yuan, were both 

rejected by Ye Yuan. 

Without this duel, they would naturally make noise. 

But Ye Yuan gave Song Wenhao and Yun Yuan a chance. They naturally had to wait for a while. 

They also wanted to see what kind of miraculous means this Third Hall Master had, to be able to make 

those trash surpass the top disciples. 

The door to the pill refining room opened, Cui Tong walked out and said, “Gentlemen, please come in!” 

The big shots entered in a single file, somewhat impatient to slap Ye Yuan’s face. 

They did not believe that the geniuses they exhausted resources to groom, actually could not compare 

to Ye Yuan’s three months of teaching! 

Moreover, they even enjoyed the same treatment. 

Song Tianyang looked at Ye Yuan and said with an unfriendly expression, “Third Hall Master, you wanted 

to strip my Song Family of the elder position, we’ve accepted it! But now, shouldn’t you give us an 

explanation?” 

Yun Baiyu also said, “We know that the true grade heavenly pill is extremely precious. But, if Third Hall 

Master wants to use this kind of method to hammer us now, the Yun Family won’t sit passively and 

await destruction either!” 

With these two great families’ patriarchs taking the lead, the other family heads expressed indignation 

one after another. 

Ye Yuan just smiled faintly and said, “Everyone, calm down. You’ll know after seeing it. Since you all 

came, let’s get started then. Song Wenhao, you go first?” 

Song Wenhao had a stomach full of anger and was just about to give vent to it. 



Seeing Ye Yuan mention him, he smiled coldly and said, “As it should be! Wonder if I can choose my 

opponent myself or not?” 

Ye Yuan nodded his head and said indifferently, “The people that I’ve selected, you can choose at will.” 

Song Wenhao waved his hand and said in a solemn voice, “No need! I’ll pick my brilliant cousin, Song 

Minzhe! I know that you think the most highly of him in this group of people! Today, I’m going to 

trample him underfoot in front of everyone. I’ll let Third Hall Master see how blind you were!” 

Ye Yuan did not care either and smiled broadly as he said, “Song Minzhe, come.” 

“Yes!” Song Minzhe gave a bow and stepped forward. 

Song Wenhao looked at Song Minzhe and said disdainfully, “Song Minzhe, do you really think that you 

can turn into a phoenix from a hen, and transform from a swallow into a phoenix? Today, this young 

master will make you see that you’re still a hen on the ground!” 

Song Minzhe’s face showed some fear. 

He knew how big his improvement in these three months was. 

But what Ye Yuan made them practice was all grade one basic heavenly pills! 

Other heavenly pills, they totally never touched them. 

As a Song Family’s descendant, Song Minzhe naturally knew Song Wenhao’s strength. 

Really making him face off against Song Wenhao, he was still lacking confidence in his heart. 

What kind of eyesight did Song Tianyang and the rest of the family heads have? 

Seeing Song Minzhe’s expression, they already determined the victor of this match in their hearts. 

Originally, alchemy was not something that could be learned quickly within a short period of time too. 

Wanting to make Song Minzhe beat the proud son of heaven, Song Wenhao, in a short three months’ 

time, how was that possible? 

Each and every one of these family heads, they were sneering to no end in their hearts. 

They were waiting for the moment Ye Yuan gets his face slapped! 

What was even more damnable was that Ye Yuan even gave the choosing rights of the heavenly pill to 

the other party! 

Song Wenhao laughed loudly and said, “My good younger brother, you wouldn’t be naive enough to 

think that I’ll pick the grade one Foundation Establishment Heavenly Pill, right? Relax, I won’t be so 

stupid! Want to compete, we naturally have to fight with real swords and spears; competing in grade 

two heavenly pills! No matter how good you refine grade one heavenly pills, what’s the bloody use? I 

choose the Greater Sublime Creation Pill!” 

Hearing this, the corners of Song Tianyang’s mouth curled slightly. 



This Greater Sublime Creation Pill was precisely what Ye Yuan brought out to awe everyone back then, 

the heavenly imperial pill that made Huang Haoyan and Su Peiyun directly breakthrough to Limitless 

Sublime Heavenly Stratum! 

Why was Song Wenhao called a genius? 

Precisely because he could already refine heavenly imperial pills at a young age! 

Peak grade two heavenly alchemist! 

Although the grade of the heavenly imperial pills that he refined still had much room for improvement, 

being able to refine it was already worthy of flaunting in itself. 

Heavenly imperial pills were not what everyone could refine. 

Many family heads were secretly sneering. 

“No wonder Song Wenhao this boy was able to be regarded highly by Song Tianyang! This heavenly pill 

is chosen brilliantly!” 

“You look at Song Minzhe’s expression, and you’ll know that he definitely can’t do it!” 

“Huhu,?making Song Minzhe refine a heavenly imperial pill within three months, how is this possible? 

With this, I want to see how Ye Yuan gets through this!” 

… … 

These family heads had already prepared a belly full of taunting and jeering, preparing to gift it to Ye 

Yuan. 

Even the factions that followed Zhao Xun and Wu Jian were quite unhappy with Ye Yuan now too. 

This method of squelching families was very low-level! 

Song Minzhe’s expression was very ugly. He could not resist looking at Ye Yuan and said flusteredly, 

“Master Ye, I …” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “No need to have any pressure. You just refine as per normal!” 

Song Minzhe was at the very most a middle-level grade two heavenly alchemist. He did not even reach 

high-level. 

Therefore, refining a heavenly imperial pill was something rubbish talk. 

He also did not think that by refining grade one basic heavenly pills, he would be able to refine heavenly 

imperial pills. 

Song Minzhe knew that Ye Yuan had very high hopes for him, so the pressure of him was even greater. 

If he lost, Master Ye’s face would really be utterly lost. 

He was often compared to Song Wenhao by others in the Song Family and treated as a negative 

example. 



Now, he finally managed to win recognition from Ye Yuan. So he did not want to lose face for Ye Yuan. 

However, Ye Yuan’s comforting still calmed him down slightly. 

He always felt that Ye Yuan had a deep meaning in making him refine grade one basic heavenly pills. 

When the refinement started, Song Minzhe tossed these things to the back of his head very quickly. 

His seriousness toward pill refinement was also one of the reasons why Ye Yuan picked him. 

Compared to Song Wenhao, Song Minzhe’s disposition was far better. 

Although he was shouldering tremendous pressure, he could enter the zone very quickly and would not 

be crushed by the pressure. 

In fact, he would even turn pressure into drive! 

Seeing Song Minzhe’s somewhat bustling appearance, Song Tianyang suddenly said, “Third Hall Master, 

is this the explanation that you’re giving us? It’s really nothing much!” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Continue watching. Without reaching the last second, who can know the 

result?” 

With regards to Ye Yuan’s words, everyone still responded with cold smiles. 

Stubborn and reluctant to admit mistakes was talking about the current Ye Yuan, right? 

With Song Minzhe’s flustered appearance, could he refine a heavenly imperial pill? 

What a joke! 

Right now, they felt that with the two hall masters making Ye Yuan into Third Hall Master, it was a 

complete mistake! 
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“Song Wenhao, Greater Sublime Creation Pill, lower second grade!” 

Along with Cui Tong’s announcement, everyone marveled in admiration. 

Compared to Ye Yuan’s true grade, this was naturally nothing. 

But this result was sufficient to overpower his peers. 

“Song Wenhao this boy grew stronger again!” 

“Really well-deserving of being Heavenly South’s number two genius! His potential isn’t the slightest bit 

worse than Jiang Li!” 

“That Song Minzhe probably already refined it into a ruined pill, right??Huhu,?Third Hall Master is really 

going to get his face slapped with this!” 

… … 
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After the heavyweights marveled with admiration, there were mocking voices about Ye Yuan. 

Seeing Ye Yuan get deflated was what they wanted to do most right now. 

Even Song Minzhe himself also turned ashen pale after he saw this result. 

He felt that he was probably unable to surpass it. 

After all, he had never refined heavenly imperial pills prior to this. 

Being able to persevere on this time was a miracle in itself. 

While Song Wenhao had a proud look and said with a cold smile, “Reckless and blind thing! Just the likes 

of you dare to contend for glory with this young master too? You’ll be going to get it after returning to 

the family clan this time!” 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “Hasn’t Song Minzhe not opened the furnace yet? What are each and every one of 

you getting excited for?” 

Song Tianyang could not help laughing as he said, “Is there still a need to open the furnace? With how 

Minzhe looked, being able to persevere is already a miracle! There’s a 90% chance that the heavenly pill 

in this furnace has become a ruined pill already!” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Isn’t there still that 10% possibility? Song Minzhe, open the furnace!” 

Song Minzhe opened the furnace with a flustered mood. 

Boom! 

The moment the medicine cauldron opened, a heavenly pill appeared before everyone very quickly. 

The countenances of the big shots instantly changed. 

Song Wenhao’s pupils constricted and he cried out in surprise, “How is this possible? It … It actually 

formed into a pill!” 

Song Tianyang had a blank look too as he said, “Minzhe’s refinement clearly had no methodology to 

speak of, and yet his refinement can form a pill like this too?” 

Song Wenhao gave a cold snort and said, “It’s useless even if it forms into a pill too! With just the likes of 

this trash, he can only refine a lower grade one too!” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Cui Tong, examine the pill!” 

Cui Tong complied and put the Greater Sublime Creation Pill on the Cloud Mount Mother Stone and 

said, “Song Minzhe, Greater Sublime Creation Pill, middle third grade!” 

This sentence was seemingly like a sledgehammer abruptly smashing onto everyone’s hearts. 

All of the family heads were collectively turned to stone at this instant! 

Not only did the Song Minzhe who had never refined a heavenly imperial pill before refine it, it even 

directly reached middle third grade!” 



This was just a short three months, how could such a miraculous thing occur? 

Could it be that this Third Hall Master cast magic on him? 

“This … This is impossible! How can this trash possibly refine an upper third grade heavenly imperial pill? 

I don’t believe it! I don’t believe it!” Song Wenhao felt that he was being deceived. 

How could this kind of thing possibly happen? 

Three months ago, Song Minzhe was clearly a trash that he looked down upon. 

Three months later, Ye Yuan actually turned stone to gold, trampling him, this Heavenly South’s number 

one genius, ruthlessly underfoot? 

He could not help looking towards Song Minzhe and discovered that the latter had a blank face too, with 

pleasant surprise mixed in it. 

Clearly, even he himself did not quite dare to believe it! 

Song Tianyang looked at Ye Yuan with a dull look and said, “T-Third Hall Master, this … Why in the world 

is it like this?” 

Ye Yuan had a look of it being natural and right on his face as he said coolly, “No rush, continue 

watching. Who’s next?” 

“I’ll go!” 

Yun Yuan came forward of his own accord and stepped forward. 

His gaze swept over that group of people, finally landing on a youth in a yellow shirt. 

“I chose him!” Yun Yuan pointed to the youth in the yellow shirt and said. 

“This … Yun Yuan actually picked the worst one in the Lin Family, Lin Zhaoyuan! He’s lowering his status 

by doing so!” 

“Third Hall Master didn’t say that they can’t choose like this either! Since it’s within the permissible 

scope of the rules, what’s wrong with it?” 

“I don’t believe that this bunch of brats can overturn the heavens!” 

… … 

The group of family heads clearly could not accept this reality. Because the thing that happened before 

their eyes was too subverting! 

A fellow with mediocre talent became a top genius in a blink of an eye. 

And all these just happened in a short three months’ time. 

Then, what was with all the hard work that they put in previously? 

Wouldn’t it become a joke? 

Ye Yuan nodded his head slightly and said, “Can! Lin Zhaoyuan, you come.” 



“Yes!” 

Lin Zhaoyuan complied and stepped out of the ranks. 

Very soon, the two people entered a pill refining state. 

Yun Yuan was unable to refine heavenly imperial pills, but his strength already infinitely approached the 

standard of a heavenly imperial pill. 

Therefore, the difficulty of the grade two heavenly pill that he chose was also extremely high. 

This Lin Zhaoyuan’s talent was even worse than Song Minzhe according to these family heads’ 

understanding. 

Among these 200 over people, he could basically rank in the top ten from the bottom. 

No matter how impressive such a fellow was, it was also impossible to win, right? 

But Ye Yuan knew that Yun Yuan had kicked an iron plate! 

If Song Minzhe’s strength was ranked first place among the people that he chose, then this Lin Zhaoyuan 

was the one who made the greatest improvement! 

Although this boy’s talent was not as good as Song Minzhe’s, his disposition was even more tenacious 

than Song Minzhe’s! 

In these three months, Lin Zhaoyuan virtually practiced like he went mad. 

Under Ye Yuan’s guidance, Lin Zhaoyuan’s improvement was extremely terrifying. 

One should say that among the people he selected, Lin Zhaoyuan’s current strength could absolutely 

rank in the top three! 

Therefore, the result went without saying. 

Yun Yuan’s final result was middle sixth grade! 

While Lin Zhaoyuan reached a terrifying upper eighth grade! 

It was only a step away from ninth grade! 

Which was also to say that he was actually not far from heavenly imperial pills too. 

In fact, if he was lucky, he would be able to refine heavenly imperial pills too! 

This result blew the minds of all the family heads once again. 

Top ten from the bottom, defeated the second place from the top! 

Three months! 

Only three months! 

Next, those so-called geniuses that were rejected by Ye Yuan, engaged in battle one after another. 



It was just that, no matter who the opponent they picked, the final result was each so-called genius 

being defeated! 

These over 50 people that Ye Yuan selected, their strengths were equally terrifying! 

The more the family heads watched, the more they felt a chill in their hearts. The more they watched, 

the more they quaked in their boots. 

These three months of transformation could simply be said to be turning the whole world upside down! 

Those disciples who were not being valued in their families, collectively performed an astonishing great 

reversal three months later, trampling each and every one of those so-called genius disciples underfoot. 

Toward the end, they even somewhat could not bear to continue watching anymore. 

Too tragic to behold! 

This was also to say that the geniuses that they spent so many years and expended countless effort and 

resources to nurture, were all trash! 

The blow was tremendous! 

Or should they say, Ye Yuan’s means were too miraculous and could turn a bunch of trash into geniuses? 

They had no choice but to be convinced! 

“T-Third Hall Master, since they all could make such a big improvement within three months, then the 

others’ improvement should be even greater! C-Can’t you take them in?” Song Tianyang said lacking in 

confidence. 

Ye Yuan shook his head and said, “It’s no use! During these three months, this hall master didn’t 

discriminate against one and show partiality to the other! What I taught them was completely the same! 

But you all saw it too. The result is like this! Of course, I won’t rule out that among them, someone can 

strive harder after knowing humiliation and can meet my requirements. But right now, you all take them 

back.” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2675: : Conspiracy 

Buzz! 

Song Wenhao only felt like he was struck by lightning, his head going blank at once. 

Take them back! 

What he, a proud son of heaven, obtained in the end was this! 

Sweeping a glance over, those so-called proud sons of heaven were all extremely ashamed. 

Clearly, what Ye Yuan said was right. 

In these three months, what Ye Yuan taught them was the same. 

But the result was different. 
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The people that Ye Yuan pointed to, all soared to the heavens in one bound! 

The people that he did not point to, were all knocked down to the mortal world! 

It was this miraculous! 

Without this battle, no one would believe this at all. 

But now, no one doubted Ye Yuan’s eyesight anymore. 

Thud! 

Song Wenhao directly knelt in front of Ye Yuan and said in grief and indignation, “Third Hall Master, 

Wenhao earnestly begs you to take me in! From today onward, I’ll definitely turn over a new leaf and 

listen to Lord Hall Master’s teachings respectfully!” 

No one felt surprised by Song Wenhao’s behavior. 

Ye Yuan already used his strength to prove to everyone that he was right. 

Song Tianyang secretly commended this. Song Wenhao putting down his pride might not be a bad thing. 

However, Ye Yuan smiled and shook his head as he said, “Rivers and mountains may be changed, but it’s 

hard to alter a man’s nature! I’m not saying that nature can’t be changed, but it’s just that how can it be 

so easy? Go back. What you have to do is not to put down your pride, but it is to temper your 

disposition. Otherwise, it will be hard to make great accomplishments!” 

Ye Yuan had seen far too much walking from an ant until today. 

Some people would gain enlightenment overnight after experiencing a setback. 

But this sort of person was like the feather of a phoenix and horn of a Qilin, being very rare. 

The tempering of disposition was a drawn out process. 

In fact, it was even more arduous and drawn out than cultivation. 

He saw bitter remorse in Song Wenhao’s eyes. But bitter remorse could not make him grow. It could 

only be said to be a start. 

What Song Wenhao had to do was not to cultivate here, but it was for him to go out to the secular world 

and have a trial. 

With his character, even if Ye Yuan let him stay here, he would still become restless after a year or two. 

There was no way for such a person to become a truly powerful heavenly alchemist. 

Ye Yuan’s gaze swept across the family heads’ faces and said indifferently, “You all feel that I picked 

these people to deliberately sing a different tune to you, to suppress you all? You all are thinking too 

much. On the path of alchemy, while talent is important, the talent that I understand is different from 

the talent that you all understand. Only a firm heart can reach the Great Beyond. On the path of 

alchemy, there are no shortcuts, only bitter cultivation. Each alchemy path titan is an ascetic. The first 

mover is not necessarily the first to reach. One step at a time is the right way!” 



The words made everyone’s countenances change visibly. 

Even a powerhouse like Song Tianyang revealed a pondering look too. 

The Alchemy Dao understanding of peak powerhouses like them was clearly not what these juniors 

could compare to. 

Ye Yuan’s words contained the maxim of Great Dao and touched them deeply. 

And they also seemed to have understood why Ye Yuan chose Song Minzhe they all, and not Song 

Wenhao and the othersl. 

Suddenly, they also understood why the two hall masters counted on Ye Yuan so much. 

Zhao Xun previously said that he had to ask Ye Yuan for direction. Song Tianyang and the rest just 

treated it as a joke for them to push Ye Yuan into the spotlight. 

But looking at it now, Ye Yuan’s understanding of Alchemy Dao was likely even above them, these grade 

four heavenly alchemists! 

Otherwise, how could he refine true grade heavenly pills? 

Song Tianyang cupped his fists and gave a bow to Ye Yuan, saying, “Many thanks for Third Hall Master’s 

advice; Song Tianyang received the teachings.” 

“Many thanks for Third Hall Master’s advice!” The family heads cupped his fists and bowed one after 

another. 

… … 

After this battle, Ye Yuan established absolute authority in Heavenly South Pill Hall. 

Even the Song and Yun two families submitted to Ye Yuan completely too. 

After Song Tianyang and Yun Baiyu two people went back, they chose to enter closed-seclusion at the 

same time. 

Half a year later, the two people exited seclusion, and both broke through to peak grade four heavenly 

alchemist! 

After the two people exited seclusion, they came to Heavenly South Pill Hall straight away to pay 

respects to Ye Yuan. 

Originally, when they learned that Min Nanshan broke through to become a peak grade four heavenly 

alchemist, they did not say it out loud, but they naturally felt sour in their hearts. 

The three great families had always been competing in secret, they were naturally unwilling to be 

beaten. 

Who knew that in merely a short half a year’s time, they actually both broke through. 

And the cause of the breakthrough was naturally those words by Ye Yuan. 

The two of them were wholeheartedly convinced by Ye Yuan. 



In this half a year’s time, Ye Yuan and Cui Tong and the rest also established a complete reward and 

punishment system for Heavenly South Pill Hall. 

And the highest reward was true grade heavenly pills! 

The effects of grade two heavenly imperial pills were not worse than grade three heavenly pills to begin 

with. 

Even to Limitless Sublime Heavenly Stratum powerhouses, it was extremely useful too, let alone talk 

about the true grade heavenly pills with horrifying medicinal effects. 

This reward and punishment system made Heavenly South Pill Hall’s cohesiveness reach an 

unprecedented height. 

The allure of true grade heavenly pills was irresistible. 

As for Song Minzhe this batch of people, their strength advanced by leaps and bounds too. 

These few people’s backgrounds were not bad. Their qualifications were extremely good in the first 

place. 

Coupled with Ye Yuan’s teaching, wanting to not fly would be difficult too. 

In this more than half a year, Ironcore and the Min Family had been waiting to watch a good show the 

whole time. 

Who would have expected that they failed to see a good show. Instead, they became more and more 

marginalized. 

On Ironcore’s side, he suffered overwhelming suppression from Heavenly South Pill Hall, virtually cutting 

off his supply of heavenly pills. 

The Min Family, although Min Nanshan reached peak grade four, there was simply no way for him to 

resist the entire Heavenly South Pill Hall by himself. 

The Min Family’s influence was being weakened bit by bit. 

After all, the Heavenly South Pill Hall occupied more than 90% of the Land of Heavenly South’s situation. 

No one dared to risk universal condemnation and offend the Heavenly South Pill Hall. 

Min Nanshan could be said to have exhausted his mind and body in this nearly one year but was 

powerless to turn the tables. 

The Min Family’s situation became even worse half a year ago, when Ye Yuan obtained 

acknowledgements from everyone. 

“I didn’t expect that this boy actually had such means, to run the Heavenly South Pill Hall as solid as a 

metal bucket from top to bottom!” Ironcore gnashed his teeth in hatred and said. 

“The current Heavenly South Pill Hall is even stronger than Zhao Xun’s era! I really didn’t expect that a 

measly little grade two heavenly alchemist can actually do this!” 

Min Nanshan’s eyes held some regret. 



If he had long known that it would be like this, he would not have stood up back then to be the bird who 

took the lead. 

With regards to Ironcore this fellow, he was full of unhappiness too. 

If not for this guy’s instigation, he might not have done so back then either. 

If the Min Family stayed in Heavenly South Pill Hall too, with the Min Family’s strength, they could 

definitely have scaled new heights! 

Now, his Min Family was declining rapidly, while Song Tianyang and Yun Baiyu caught up from behind, 

and broke through to become peak grade four heavenly alchemists! 

Except, there were no ifs in this world. 

At this point now, the two of them were grasshoppers on the same rope. They were in it together. 

A hint of cruelty flashed across Ironcore’s eyes and he said, “All this is because of that punk! As long as 

he dies, everything will return to how it was in the past!” 

Min Nanshan snorted coldly and said, “That boy keeps hiding in Heavenly South Pill Hall. Experts are 

plentiful like clouds there. So how to do it?” 

A hint of cunningness was revealed in Ironcore’s eyes, and he said with a smile, “He’ll leave very soon! 

The one-year period is almost up. I think that he should be departing for the Thistle South Sea Region 

very soon! This is our only chance!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2676: Your Men Are Actually My Men! 

“Paying respects to Third Hall Master!” 

At Calm South City, when Huang Haoyan and Su Peiyun saw Ye Yuan, they bowed respectfully. 

Ye Yuan handed the Heavenly South Pill Hall’s affairs over to the Song and Yun, two families, as well as 

Cui Tong to manage, while he set off for Thistle South Sea Region. 

He entered the transmission array in Heavenly South City and arrived at Calm South City, and was 

setting out to sea from here. 

Presently, Ye Yuan’s status was extraordinary. Calm South City naturally did not dare to be neglectful. 

It was just that, when they saw Ye Yuan alone coming out, they were still a little surprised. 

“Master Ye, you’re actually setting out to sea alone this time?” Huang Haoyan said in surprise. 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “The sea race views humans as the enemy. If I bring people over, wouldn’t it 

be delivering lambs into the tiger’s maws?” 

Huang Haoyan said, “But if you go over like this and the Black Flood Dragon King has the intention of 

harming you, what to do about it?” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “How can harming me be that easy?” 
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Huang Haoyan’s gaze flickered and he gritted his teeth and said, “Master Ye, although Haoyan’s strength 

is lacking, I’m willing to accompany you! If anything really happens, even delaying for a short while is 

good too.” 

“If something really happens, how can you block for a short while? Alright, I have a score in my heart; 

you guys don’t need to send me off anymore.” 

Ye Yuan waved his hand, and his figure leaped, already being half a mile away. 

Huang Haoyan’s brows furrowed slightly and said, “Peiyun, do you feel that Master Ye is behaving a little 

strangely?” 

Su Peiyun nodded and said, “He’s indeed a little strange!” 

“Let’s follow and take a look!” Huang Haoyan said. 

… … 

Leaving Calm South City, Ye Yuan headed south all the way, his speed extremely fast. 

Huang Haoyan, these two Limitless Sublime Heavenly Stratums, actually could not quite catch up. 

But as soon as they chased after, the two people found it even more odd. 

Ye Yuan did not walk on the main road but headed to a remote place. 

The more he walked, the fewer the people. 

Suddenly, the two of their expressions changed. 

In the mountain range’s dense woods, eight figures suddenly dashed out, blocking Ye Yuan’s path. 

Huang Haoyan’s expression changed wildly, and he cried out in surprise, “It’s Deputy City Lord Ironcore 

and Min Nanshan! They … What gall they have, to actually want to kill Master Ye! No way! I have to go 

save him!” 

He was just about to act but was held back by Su Peiyun. 

Huang Haoyan said anxiously, “Peiyun, what are you doing? Those are eight Jade Sovereign Heaven 

powerhouses! Ironcore and Min Nanshan are even peak Jade Sovereign Heaven mighty experts!” 

Su Peiyun’s face fell and she berated, “Shut up for me! You know that those are eight Jade Sovereign 

Heaven experts too! What can you do to change the situation?” 

Huang Haoyan said with a cold snort, “This life of mine was saved by Master Ye! What’s wrong with 

returning it to him?” 

Su Peiyun had a look of anger from his failure to live up to expectations and whispered, “Are you stupid? 

Why did Master Ye specifically go to a remote area along the way? Why didn’t he stop in Calm South 

City at all and directly set out to sea?” 



Huang Haoyan was taken aback. Finally, he was no longer agitated and said in surprise, “You’re saying 

that Master Ye did it on purpose? He … He knows that Ironcore and Min Nanshan want to kill him, and 

he deliberately lured them you? He has a contingency plan?” 

Su Peiyun rolled her eyes at him and said, “Who is Master Ye? He could repel the entire Thistle South 

sea race by himself. So how could he stumble at this sort of thing? Let’s watch first. If it really doesn’t 

work, it won’t be too late to take action then!” 

Over there, Ironcore looked at Ye Yuan with a smug face as he smiled and said, “Ye Yuan, didn’t expect 

that we’d meet here, right?!” 

A faintly perceptible smile hung on Ye Yuan’s face and he said, “If I say that I thought of it?” 

Ironcore was taken aback and laughed loudly and said, “Boy, death is knocking at the door and you’re 

still forcing yourself to be calm? It’s no use, you must die today!” 

Min Nanshan stood with his hands behind his back and looked at Ye Yuan like looking at a dead person 

as he said coldly, “Ye Yuan, you caused my Min Family to live a life worse than death. Today, it’s time for 

retribution!” 

These two people had also heard about it. Ye Yuan was not easy to deal with. 

Therefore, they were very careful, directly bringing six Jade Sovereign Heaven experts. 

It was to make sure that there was no danger of anything going wrong. 

Mobilizing eight Jade Sovereign Heaven powerhouses to deal with a Greater Sublime Heavenly Stratum, 

it was an act probably unprecedented in the Land of Heavenly South. 

Furthermore, none of these eight was a lower Jade Sovereign Heaven expert! 

These people were middle Jade Sovereign Heavens at the worst too. 

Ironcore and Min Nanshan themselves were grand completion Jade Sovereign Heaven super 

powerhouses. 

Ye Yuan was indifferent as he smiled and said, “Let me guess. From Heavenly South Pill Hall, only Cui 

Tong, Wu Dao, and Ji Chun, these three elders, know that I came out, as well as Song Tianyang and Yun 

Baiyu. Song Tianyang and Yun Baiyu have long already broken away from you guys. Cui Tong enjoys a 

high prestige and commands universal respect, while Wu Dao is an alchemy fanatic and is disdainful to 

be associated with you guys. Which is also to say that, your source of information is Ji Chun.” 

Ye Yuan took his time to analyze. Ironcore and Min Nanshan two people’s expressions changed wildly. 

Could it be that this boy knew about it a long time ago? 

But, if he knew, why would he still walk right into the trap? 

Ye Yuan guessed it completely right. Ji Chun was originally the inside man that Ironcore planted in 

Heavenly South Pill Hall. 

It was just that this layer of relationship was very secretive, no one knew about it at all. 



There were some who knew that Ye Yuan would be going out to sea. 

But no one knew the specifics of when Ye Yuan would leave. 

This time, Ye Yuan came out very low-key, there were only those few people who knew. 

As long as he analyzed it a little, he would know. 

Ironcore smiled coldly and said, “So what if you know? Could it be that you, by yourself, can escape from 

our hands?” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Who told you that I came alone?” 

When Ironcore and the rest heard that, their expressions changed wildly! 

However, they sensed carefully, there was no aura of any powerhouses in the vicinity at all. 

Ironcore could not help turning angry from embarrassment and said, “Punk, you were messing with us?” 

But Min Nanshan smiled coldly and said, “Ye Yuan, I’ll give you the chance. Call your men out!” 

Ye Yuan looked at the two and still smiled calmly as he said, “Do you all think that I only know that it’s Ji 

Chun after I saw you guys? I think that you guys are mistaken. Ironcore, do you know why I specially 

chose to go to remote places after I went out of the city? Do you know why I left Heavenly South City by 

myself?” 

The more Ye Yuan said, the more alarmed Ironcore two people became. 

Yeah, all these did not make sense! 

Ye Yuan smiled as he continued, “If I say that I deliberately leaked the news to make you all pursue me, 

will you all believe me or not? If I say that your men are actually my men, will you be very angry?” 

“Bullshit! Ji Chun is this city lord’s man! He absolutely won’t betray me!” Ironcore said angrily. 

Ye Yuan still smiled as he said, “That’s in the past. Now, he’s my man already!” 

In this one year, the transformation that Ye Yuan brought to Heavenly South Pill Hall could be said to be 

turning it upside down. 

In the wake of Ye Yuan running the Heavenly South Pill Hall solid as a metal bucket, all kinds of problems 

also gradually surfaced. 

Ji Chun was one of them. 

Actually, how could Ironcore be the only one who planted chess pieces in Heavenly South Pill Hall? 

Three great families as well as those major and minor noble families, even the various major city lords, 

which one did not want to get a share of the loot in Heavenly South Pill Hall? 

But what Ye Yuan brought to Heavenly South Pill Hall was what others could never give! 

Ye Yuan had long detected Ji Chun’s abnormality, but he did not execute Ji Chun. Instead, he guided Ji 

Chun on cultivation. 



Because he discovered that Ji Chun was someone who yearned for Dao too! 

He had always been waiting, waiting for Ji Chun to come out himself! 

Sure enough, not long ago, Ji Chun confided to Ye Yuan. 

Chapter 2677: Watersource Canopy! 

 “Ironcore, don’t talk nonsense with him anymore! Do it!” Min Nanshan said in a solemn voice. 

No idea why; Ye Yuan was clearly all alone right now, but he was very uneasy in his heart. 

Ironcore had clearly sensed this uneasiness too; his expression turned dark as he said, “Humph! Even if Ji 

Chun betrayed me, you’ll find it hard to escape death today too! Go to hell!” 

At virtually the same time, eight great Jade Sovereign Heaven powerhouses attacked at the same time. 

The commotion was shocking to the extreme. 

However, Ye Yuan did not show the slightest fear under the besiegement of eight great Jade Sovereign 

Heaven powerhouses. 

He took out a small and exquisite conch and recited a spell. 

Right at this time, an abnormality suddenly occurred! 

A water curtain suddenly descended, directly enveloping Ye Yuan inside. 

More than a dozen figures actually appeared out of thin air! 

Each and every one of these people had odd forms. They were clearly sea creatures. 

True spirit sea race! 

These dozen over powerhouses were actually all Jade Sovereign Heavens too! 

Bang! Bang! Bang! 

A series of intense tremors rippled in the void.The attacks of the eight great Jade Sovereign Heavens 

were actually disrupted in an instant. 

“Hehe, it’s so fun! Big Brother Ye Yuan, thank you for bringing me out to play!” 

A crisp and tender voice sounded out, who could it be if not Little Dragon Girl Jingfei? 

The small conch in Ye Yuan’s hands was given to him before Little Dragon Girl left. 

This little conch was the derivative body of the Emerald Sea Divine Conch and was used to transmit 

information. 

Of course, it could be used to teleport in Ye Yuan’s hands too! 

Just now, Ye Yuan activated the small conch and directly teleported the Emerald Sea Divine Conch over. 



While Little Dragon Girl used the Emerald Sea Divine Conch to bring these people and teleported over 

together. 

Ye Yuan’s face turned black, and he said unhappily, “Somebody wants to kill me right now. But you 

actually think that it’s fun!” 

Little Dragon Girl smiled and said, “Of course! You take a look at the expressions on their faces. It’s really 

fun to the max!” 

Shock and horror were written all over the faces of the eight great Jade Sovereign Heavens. 

Jade Sovereign Heavens powerhouses were able to fly, but they could not shuttle through the void. 

This kind of instant teleportation means was simply unimaginable. 

But Ye Yuan actually summoned so many Jade Sovereign Heaven seafolk in an instant. So how could 

they not be surprised? 

“Ye Yuan, you actually dare to collude with the sea race and have evil designs on our Heavenly South!” 

Ironcore’s expression changed wildly and he asked. 

Ye Yuan looked at him like looking at a fool as he smiled and said, “Did you turn stupid from being the 

city lord? If I had evil designs on Heavenly South, wouldn’t I just not need to do anything when the sea 

race invaded back then? Did I have to make it so troublesome like now? Are you not aware of what I’ve 

done in this one year? Me increasing Heavenly South alchemy path’s strength, what benefits are there 

to the sea race?” 

Ironcore gnashed his teeth in hatred and said, “Who knows what the hell you’re thinking?” 

Ye Yuan shrugged and said nonchalantly, “Looks like there’s nothing to discuss with a fool like you.” 

Ironcore sneered and said, “Even if there’s the sea race helping you, what can you do to me? This city 

lord is a grand completion Jade Sovereign Heaven powerhouse. They can’t keep me behind! However, 

with this incident today, this city lord wants to see how you’ll continue staying on in Heavenly South 

City!” 

Grand completion Jade Sovereign Heaven, this was virtually Rainclear Continent’s apex strength already. 

In ordinary battles, wanting to kill grand completion Jade Sovereign Heavens was seriously too difficult. 

But Ye Yuan was indifferent and said with a faint smile, “Want to leave? I’m afraid that it won’t be easy! 

Did you forget? When Little Dragon Girl and I joined forces, our strength was even stronger than you, 

this grand completion Jade Sovereign Heaven!” 

Back then, when Ye Yuan joined forces with Little Dragon Girl, they beat Ironcore until he knelt down 

and begged for mercy by relying on the power of the Emerald Sea Divine Conch. 

This scene left a huge shadow in Ironcore’s heart. 

At present, Ye Yuan and Little Dragon Girl joining as one again. It would be equivalent to a powerhouse 

who surpassed grand completion Jade Sovereign Heaven appeared once more. 



How could he, Ironcore, not be alarmed? 

“Retreat!” 

Ironcore bellowed loudly, his figure turning into an afterimage and flew into the distance. 

“Hehe, only thinking of running now! It’s too late! Watersource Canopy!” 

Just as Ironcore acted, Little Dragon Girl moved too! 

The Emerald Sea Divine Conch suddenly activated. An enormous cubic water curtain covered the entire 

sky. 

In an instant, everyone was enveloped inside. 

Ironcore’s figure had just moved but felt like he had fallen into a quagmire, his speed unable to pick up 

at all. 

But, as soon as this water curtain descended, those sea race powerhouses seemed to have been 

injected with stimulants, becoming even more excited. 

Sure enough, they were much more comfortable in the water! 

“Big Brother, my power alone isn’t enough to trap them! Come and help me!” Little Dragon Girl 

shouted. 

Ye Yuan had long prepared, directly pressing a palm on the back of Little Dragon Girl. 

The berserk true dragon power rushed in. The range of the Watersource Canopy directly doubled! 

But the resistance felt by Ironcore and his group increased several times! 

This Watersource Canopy was equivalent to a giant cage. 

Furthermore, it enhanced the seafolk’s condition to 120% but weakened the conditions of Heavenly 

South powerhouses. 

Increasing one’s strength and reducing the opponent’s strength. 

This was simply a huge trump card! 

Seeing this kind of power, even Ye Yuan could not resist marveling too. This Emerald Sea Divine Conch 

had endless wonders. 

While on the sea race powerhouses this side, they were incomparably shocked too. 

Among the sea race powerhouses, Ye Yuan was very familiar with one of them. It was precisely that 

moronic black shark general. 

The black shark exclaimed, “Tsk tsk, I really didn’t expect that you, a human, actually possess a true 

dragon power several times stronger than that of the princess, simply unimaginable!” 

He did not exclaim with amazement because of this Watersource Canopy but exclaimed for Ye Yuan’s 

true dragon power. 



Ye Yuan’s cultivation realm was even lower than Little Dragon Girl’s. In the end, the moment he inputted 

his true dragon power, the canopy suddenly doubled in size. 

They had never seen before such a vigorous true dragon power. 

“You moron, stop talking rubbish already. Why haven’t you quickly made a move?” Ye Yuan said with a 

cold snort. 

Ye Yuan did not have a good impression of this idiot. 

“You!” The black shark glared and was about to fly off the handle. 

“My goodness, Uncle Black Shark, my strength is limited and can’t hold on for too long. Why don’t you 

hurry up?” 

The moment Little Dragon Girl spoke up, the black shark immediately reined back his temper. 

The moment the black shark made his move, it was immediately earth-shattering! 

In this water curtain, with the augmentation of true dragon power, he seemed to have returned to his 

mother’s womb. 

That sort of power was simply endless. 

Numbers, strength, both parties were not on the same level at all. 

The battle also progressed extremely smoothly. 

After several exchanges, Ironcore’s side was beaten until they did not have the slightest strength to fight 

back. 

“Ye Yuan, we’re all humans! Do you really want to exterminate everyone?” In the water curtain, came 

Min Nanshan’s desperate yell. 

Ye Yuan smiled coldly and said, “Know that we’re of the same species now? If I didn’t have a backup 

plan, would you guys show mercy to me today? What’s the point of saying these on your deathbed? 

Moron, don’t need to show mercy, kill!” 

“Heh heh, alright!” 

The black shark moron was excited from killing and did not haggle over Ye Yuan’s term of address either. 

The sea race was warlike to begin with. The shark clan was even warriors among warriors. 

Killing Heavenly South’s Jade Sovereign Heaven powerhouses was incomparably delightful to him. 

Under the joined forces of more than a dozen people, the Heavenly South’s side had little strength to 

fight back, 

In less than an hour, the Heavenly South side’s powerhouses only had the Ironcore and Min Nanshan 

who were lingering on with their last breath of life remaining.. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2678: Drawing Aggro 
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“Ye Yuan, I was wrong! I was really wrong! Spare me! I’ll definitely slog like an animal for you in the 

future and repay your kindness for not killing me!” In the water curtain, came Ironcore’s pleading voice. 

That voice was practically crying. 

From that time he knelt and begged for mercy, one could tell that Ironcore’s desire to live was still very 

strong. 

“Ye Yuan, as long as you let me off, my Min Family will follow your lead in the future!” Min Nanshan did 

not want to die too as he shouted. 

“Right, right, right! Ye Yuan, my people are not the slightest bit weaker than the Min Family! As long as 

you spare my life, it’s all yours!” Ironcore hurriedly said. 

Ye Yuan’s thoughts stirred and he said coolly, “Hand over your origin divinity brands and I can spare you 

guys from death!” 

He needed a powerful force currently. Two grand completion Jade Sovereign Heaven’s forces were 

definitely a big help. 

Although these two people had poor character, as long as he grasped the origin divinity brand, he could 

take their lives with one thought. 

The two of them would hesitate to take action out of fear of damages and naturally would not dare to 

rebel. 

When Ironcore and Min Nanshan heard that, their expressions could not help changing. 

Handing over the origin divinity brand was equivalent to handing over life and death to Ye Yuan’s hands. 

Ye Yuan could kill them with just one thought, this was no different from being a slave. 

But if they did not hand it over, they were very clear that they would become corpses in a short while. 

“You guys only have three breaths of time to consider!” Seeing the two hesitate, Ye Yuan said coolly. 

Ironcore’s expression changed wildly, and he said, “I’ll give! I’ll give!” 

Min Nanshan also said, “I’ll give too!” 

Ye Yuan nodded his head slightly and said coolly, “Moron, stop!” 

The black shark was excited from killing and said unhappily, “Your Father is a grand completion Jade 

Sovereign Heaven powerhouse, but you’re actually ordering me about. Do you take yourself to be the 

dragon son?” 

But Little Dragon Girl said, “Big Brother is in possession of purebred dragon blood. Those big brothers of 

mine are far worse than him! Alright, Uncle Black Shark, stop!” 

This lass obeyed Ye Yuan’s every word now. 

The black shark was helpless and could only stop. 



Ironcore’s expression flickered indeterminately, and he finally still gritted his teeth and forced a wisp of 

origin divinity brand out. 

Ye Yuan kept the origin divinity brand and merged it into his own chaos origin divinity, and immediately 

felt a feeling of controlling Ironcore’s life and death. 

He only needed a thought to determine Ironcore’s life and death now! 

Handing over the origin divinity brand, the two people’s expressions were like their wives had died. 

No matter what, they were big shots of a region too. Now, they were actually relegated to being 

another person’s slave. 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “The two of you don’t need to have this expression either. Becoming my servant 

might be a case of good fortune to you guys. As long as you guys perform well, helping you all step into 

Saint Sovereign Heaven in the future is nothing difficult.” 

“Hah!?What high-sounding sentiments! Do you think that Saint Sovereign Heaven powerhouses are all 

cabbages?” Ye Yuan’s voice had just faded when the black shark said mockingly. 

But Ironcore and Min Nanshan two people trembled all over, their eyes revealing rays of brilliant light. 

If someone else said this, they would naturally feel that it was bullshit. 

But Ye Yuan was different! 

He was the man who could refine true grade heavenly pills! 

That’s right. His current realm was very low, but his future potential was immense! 

Once he became a grade four heavenly alchemist, helping them step into that dreamlike realm might 

not be impossible! 

“What the hell do you know! How can Master’s strength be what you can surmise? Master, rest assured. 

Ironcore will definitely perform well from now on and absolutely won’t let you down!” Ironcore shot the 

black shark a glare and said respectfully. 

“Min Nanshan is willing to pledge loyalty to Master!” 

The black shark had a dumbfounded look, not knowing why these two people suddenly changed so 

much. 

Could it be that these two Jade Sovereign Heaven powerhouses were really silly enough to think that 

Saint Sovereign Heaven was so easy to reach? 

If that was the case, how could the Saint Sovereign Heavens on this Rainclear Continent be so scarce? 

Ye Yuan nodded slightly and said, “Since that’s the case, the two of you go back then. How you should 

act, I believe that you guys are very clear.” 

“Got it! Got it!” The two people hurriedly said. 



At this time, Ye Yuan suddenly looked in Huang Haoyan two people’s direction and beckoned his hands 

at them. 

The two were taken aback, only then, knowing that their whereabouts had long already been seen 

through by Ye Yuan. 

“Master Ye, we …” 

Ye Yuan waved his hand and said, “No need to explain. I know your intentions. The two of you follow 

them back to Heavenly South City. If they have any ill-intent, use this to inform me.” 

As he was talking, Ye Yuan handed a small conch to them. 

Seeing Ye Yuan’s line-up, Huang Haoyan two people were long already dumbstruck with amazement. 

Only when they saw the seafolk did they know that their worries were simply unnecessary. 

A Greater Sublime Heavenly Stratum actually took two grand completion Jade Sovereign Heaven 

powerhouses in as servants. This sort of thing was too fantastical. 

But Ye Yuan did it. 

However, Ye Yuan was clearly still worried about them. So he sent two supervisors over. 

With the two of them around, Ironcore and Min Nanshan naturally could not stir any waves. 

As long as Huang Haoyan informed Ye Yuan through the small conch, Ye Yuan could disintegrate the two 

of their souls from thousands of miles away. 

… … 

In the deep sea, a huge palace was suspended in the center. 

All around them were unfathomable grand arrays surrounding. 

Thistle South Dragon Palace! 

When Ye Yuan entered the dragon palace, he discovered that something was not quite right. 

The palace was full of songs and dance, with a bevy of young girls. It was very lively. 

Ye Yuan did not feel that he had this charm, to make Black Flood Dragon King come up with such a grand 

array to entertain him. 

“Jingfei, could it be that there’s some distinguished guest in the dragon palace?” Ye Yuan asked. 

Jingfei smiled mysteriously and said,?“Hehe,?you come with me and you’ll know in a bit.” 

Ye Yuan was speechless. Judging from this girl’s sly expression, he knew that she was probably holding in 

some bad idea. 

Following Little Dragon Girl, Ye Yuan walked all the way to a great hall. 

Upon entering the hall, a banquet was already being held inside. 



As soon as Ye Yuan appeared, he immediately attracted everyone’s attention. 

In the center of the great hall, on the throne, a powerhouse with a dragon head and human body was 

sitting upright. 

His face was completely black. 

Presumably, this was the legendary Black Flood Dragon King. 

This Black Flood Dragon King gave Ye Yuan a vague and illusory feeling, similar to the black-robed old 

man back then. 

It was just that Black Flood Dragon King’s illusory feeling was not as strong as the old man’s. 

Clearly, he had not truly stepped into the realm of Saint Sovereign Heaven yet! 

“Royal Father, Royal Mother, I’m back!” Little Dragon Girl left Ye Yuan and scurried into Black Flood 

Dragon King’s arms in a step. 

Black Flood Dragon King snorted coldly and said, “You lass, you abducted all of my generals. Where did 

you run to and cause trouble again?” 

Little Dragon Girl was indifferent and said smilingly,?“Hehe,?there were bad guys who wanted to kill Big 

Brother, so I went to help Big Brother!?Oh,?right! He’s the big brother that I told you about. He’s 

amazing! Probably none of these big brothers present are more impressive than him!” 

Ye Yuan felt a chill run down his spine, countless gazes shooting towards him. 

In this great hall, there were many young men. One look and it was clear that they had noble statuses. 

They were most likely sea race powerhouses. 

This girl’s one sentence drew huge aggro to him! 

Ye Yuan looked at Little Dragon Girl, only to see her wink at him. It was as if she was saying, “That’s 

right.. I did it on purpose!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2679: What She Said is Correct! 

At the left-hand side position, a youth said with a disdainful look, “A mere Greater Sublime Heavenly 

Stratum, and he’s even a human! This young master can crush him to death with just one hand! Younger 

Sister Jingfei, stop joking!” 

However, his words to Little Dragon Girl were rather polite. 

“Big Brother Ruichen, Jingfei isn’t joking! Big Brother Ye Yuan is really very, very amazing! You’re not his 

match!”Jingfei said with a sincere look. 

That innocent face shattered Ruichen’s self-esteem at once. 

Who was he, Ruichen? 
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He was from the Si Ning Sea Region’s royal clan. His main body was an octopus and his status was noble. 

His strength was not the slightest bit weaker than the dragon race! 

Today, he was actually being looked down upon by a little girl! 

He suddenly stood up, walked in front of Ye Yuan, and said with a sneer, “Lowly human, do you dare to 

accept this young master’s challenge? If you don’t dare, immediately scram back onto land!” 

Ye Yuan had a helpless look as he said coolly, “Can I refuse?” 

He was naturally not afraid. It was just that he did not want to cause unnecessary trouble. 

This young man was clearly that sort of guy who had his eyes growing on top of his head. 

There was no need to try and gain back face with him. 

But Ruichen clearly had no intention of letting Ye Yuan off and said with a cold smile, “Of course, you 

can refuse. But you’ll need to crawl under my crotch!” 

“Hahaha,?yeah, just go under Ruichen’s crotch and that’s it!” 

“Relax, this dragon son will be your guarantor! If he dares to make things difficult for you, this dragon 

son will be the first to not let him off!” 

“Come, crawl!” 

… … 

Ruichen’s words immediately aroused echoing of the others at the banquet. 

Clearly, they all thought that Ye Yuan was scared. 

Little Dragon Girl’s words could not be believed at all. 

That made sense. This girl rarely spoke any truths. 

It was also not impossible to randomly find a human to adjust the atmosphere. 

Ye Yuan’s brows furrowed slightly. He did not want to cause trouble, but it did not mean that he was 

scared of trouble. 

“Why? Looking at your appearance, it seems like you’re very unconvinced? Do you really think that just 

because Younger Sister Jingfei is calling you as her big brother, you really have the qualifications to be 

on equal footing with this young master? You’re merely a lowly human!” Ruichen said with a cold smile. 

Ye Yuan grinned and all of a sudden, sword light flashed. 

Whoosh! 

Ruichen’s expression changed wildly, only to feel an extremely dangerous sensation well up in his heart. 

Swoosh! 

In virtually an instant, Ruichen returned to his original form and spat out a cloud of black ink. 



The entire space suddenly became black. 

Then, eight tentacles suddenly emerged from the darkness, wanting to deal with Ye Yuan. 

However, Ye Yuan did not care at all, directly deploying the All-Encompassing Sacred Tree’s two streaks 

of sword light. 

“Break for me!” 

Ye Yuan shouted coldly. That black space actually directly had a large hole opened up! 

Ruichen spurted out a mouthful of fresh blood with a cough, directly being smashed flying out. 

His eight tentacles were directly all cut off! 

The whole place was deathly silent. 

From Ye Yuan attacking to Rui Chen spitting black ink, then to Ye Yuan shattering the space, the whole 

process was merely one breath of time. 

This was also to say that Ruichen did not even last a single breath of time! 

Furthermore, Ye Yuan only used one hand from beginning to end! 

Ye Yuan looked at the Ruichen lying on the ground and said coolly, “Didn’t you say that you could crush 

me to death with just one hand? Now, you used eight hands, but I … only used one hand.” 

Ruichen lied on the ground, quivering non-stop. Very soon, the tentacles that were chopped off actually 

grew back again, and he recovered to his human form. 

However, he looked at Ye Yuan with a fearful look and said, “P-Punk, you sneak attacked me just now!” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said,?“Oh,?it was a sneak attack? Alright, let’s have an upright and aboveboard 

battle then. The loser will crawl under the other party’s crotch, how about it?” 

Ruichen’s expression changed wildly and he actually did not dare to play along. 

He was only being stubborn just now. Just based on that sword earlier, Ye Yuan’s strength was god 

knows how many times stronger than him! 

His darkness ink was his ultimate trump card, but it was broken by Ye Yuan in a single breath. 

How large the gap between the two could be seen! 

“This human punk is actually a transformation powerhouse!” 

“Ruichen actually couldn’t last a single move under his hands!” 

“With this, Ruichen’s face is utterly lost! He actually lost to a human!” 

… … 

It was only at this time did those young powerhouses come back to their senses. Each and every one of 

them was extremely amazed. 



They discovered that this human boy was really very strong! 

Even a hint of surprise flashed across in Black Flood Dragon King’s eyes too. 

How could he not know what Little Dragon Girl was thinking? But he did not stop it. 

He really wanted to see just how strong this human who stopped the sea war was. 

Sure enough, Ye Yuan did not disappoint him! 

Ye Yuan’s strength far surpassed those in the same rank! 

Furthermore, he clearly saw it just now. There were eight leaves on Ye Yuan’s Great Dao Transformation 

sapling. 

But Ye Yuan only used two! 

This showed that Ye Yuan still had a lot of strength to spare! 

This boy was remarkable! 

Ye Yuan’s gaze swept over everyone’s faces and he said coolly, “Refusing earlier wasn’t because I was 

scared, but that I couldn’t be bothered to stoop to his level. Just now, Jingfei said that I’m stronger than 

you all, but you guys didn’t seem to be convinced. Since I’ve already taken action, this Ye doesn’t mind 

telling you all this; what she said is completely right! With all due respect, everyone here … is all trash!” 

The moment these words came out, the faces of the young powerhouses present were full of 

indignation. 

This boy actually dared to slight all of them! 

“Ha, what high-sounding sentiments! Do you think that having defeating Ruichen, you have the 

qualifications to be cocky here?” 

“Boy, don’t be arrogant!” 

“Big Brother Muchen, this punk has scolded even you. Could it be that you can tolerate it?” 

… … 

Ye Yuan making a move earlier already shocked the vast majority of the people. 

They naturally did not dare to challenge Ye Yuan, but it did not mean that everyone was scared of Ye 

Yuan. 

Among these people, there were some whose strength already reached middle Limitless Sublime 

Heaven. 

Furthermore, there were a few among them whose bloodline power was extremely strong and did not 

fear Ye Yuan at all. 

At this time, that person called Muchen finally stepped forward. 



“Boy, do you think that only you alone comprehended Great Dao Transformation? My sea race territory 

isn’t the place where it is your turn, a human’s turn, to come and act wildly yet! This dragon son will 

challenge you right now!” Muchen said with a cold smile. 

Muchen possessed the dragon race bloodline too, but he belonged to the coiling dragon clan. 

His strength was considered to be top-notch among this large group of people. 

To dare say this, Muchen was clearly a powerhouse who comprehended Great Dao Transformation too. 

However, what did Ye Yuan have to fear? 

“Oh??Whether it’s my turn or not, it’s not said using the mouth!” Ye Yuan said coolly. 

Ye Yuan pointed his fingers, two transformed swords turned into two rays of flowing light, stabbing 

straight for Muchen. 

Muchen snorted coldly, an additional chain appeared in his hands. 

This chain emitted an aura that made people feel heart palpitations. It was actually transformed out of 

lightning! 

Lightning chain! 

Muchen shook the lightning chain gently, directly shaking Ye Yuan’s two flying swords away. 

His cultivation realm was far higher than Ye Yuan and he was a transformation powerhouse too. 

Wanting to block the two flying swords was naturally a cinch. 

Following that, he swept his chain, and it actually wrapped over toward Ye Yuan.. 

Chapter 2680 - A Bunch of Pseudo-dragons! 

 “Heh, this punk really doesn’t know how the word death is written, to actually dare fight with Muchen!” 

“Muchen is strong enough to rank in the top 20 in our seven great royal clans’ junior generation!” 

“Ignorant human! Think that he’s impressive for comprehending Great Dao Transformation? Muchen’s 

lightning chain is an extremely profound application of lightning rule. So how can it be what a mere 

human can compare to?” 

… … 

Seeing Ye Yuan attack, the group of young powerhouses all had disdainful faces. 

Similarly a transformation powerhouse, but Ye Yuan was a major cultivation realm lower. This was 

tantamount to seeking death. 

However, these two people’s commotion was huge. A single mishap and it would demolish the great 

hall. 

Black Flood Dragon King extended his hand and beckoned, the Emerald Sea Divine Conch came into his 

hand. 



Only to see him silently recite a spell, the Emerald Sea Divine Conch flew to the sky above the hall and 

emitted a light screen, covering Ye Yuan two people. 

A temporary ring was created just like that. 

However, before this light cover had formed, eight flying swords arrived with a howl. 

The sword lights burst forth and actually directly severed the lightning chain! 

“Pffft!” 

Muchen was directly blasted flying! 

Everyone stared wide-eyed and tongue-tied again. 

They all did not expect that Ye Yuan was actually still hiding so much strength! 

With the eight transformed flying swords attacking, that attack power was simply akin to the distance 

between heaven and earth when compared to two. 

In a couple of exchanges, Muchen was taken down. 

The temporary ring that Black Flood Dragon King set up actually ended up useless. 

A Greater Sublime Heavenly Stratum instantly defeating a middle Limitless Sublime Heaven, this sort of 

thing simply subverted their understanding. 

The people who were still mocking Ye Yuan earlier directly chose to shut up. 

“Great Dao Transformation is naturally not invincible, but your Great Dao Transformation is a little too 

weak,” Ye Yuan said coolly. 

Muchen’s Great Dao Transformation was just a one law transformation. Furthermore, it even stopped at 

the second form, it was not considered very impressible. 

This meant that his cultivation realm had gone up, but his power of rule still stayed at Greater Sublime 

Heavenly Stratum. 

Want to say that it was impressive, it was also considered impressive. But, compared to Ye Yuan, it was 

far too lacking. 

“Hehehe, I already said it, Big Brother Ye Yuan is very amazing! Big Brother Youqing, do you want to fight 

with him?” 

Seeing that Mucheng was defeated, Little Dragon Girl was watching the show and did not find that the 

problem caused was too big, and she said those words to another young man seated on the left-hand 

side. 

This young man had been drinking by himself all along and was not as agitated as the others. 

From beginning to end, it was as if everything here had nothing to do with him. 

Seeing Little Dragon Girl ask, he smiled and said, “Just a bunch of ants, that’s all; not worthy of me 

taking action. Younger Sister Jingfei, don’t make trouble.” 



These words did not show any regard for Ye Yuan at all. 

But Little Dragon Girl turned to Ye Yuan and said, “Big Brother Ye Yuan, Big Brother Youqing is the most 

impressive one here! If you want to convince all of them, you’ll have to beat him down! Why don’t the 

two of you compete?” 

Ye Yuan’s face turned black, and he said in a solemn voice, “You lass, that’s about enough. It looks like 

you’re asking for a beating again!” 

Little Dragon Girl stuck her tongue out and said with a giggle, “Royal Father is here. I’m not scared of 

you!” 

Ye Yuan frowned and said, “If you continue messing around, I’ll be leaving!” 

Little Dragon Girl was finally defeated and hurriedly said, “Big Brother, don’t go! I’ll stop messing 

around, alright? I’m so bored in this dragon palace!” 

This girl purely had the mentality of playing pranks. 

But, each and every one of these sea race young powerhouses, they were all arrogant at heart and 

haughty in manner. 

They clearly knew that Jingfei was sowing discord, but they just could not resist provoking Ye Yuan. 

Ye Yuan naturally could not be bothered to pay attention to this kind of provocation. Even if he was 

being looked down upon, he did not care either. 

With his current state of mind, why would he care about how others viewed him? 

It was just that, they could look down on him, but they could not humiliate him. 

These young powerhouses’ words were very nasty earlier; that was why Ye Yuan would be so 

domineering. 

This Youqing did not take part from beginning to end, Ye Yuan naturally could not be bothered to haggle 

over it with him. 

As for looking down on people, that was your business, what had it got to do with me. 

Moreover, Ye Yuan had a million ways to kill a Limitless Sublime Heavenly Stratum. 

Seeing Little Dragon Girl’s attitude, the rest were all dumbfounded. 

In fact, they were even more shocked than him defeating Muchen. 

Jingfei this troublemaker did not just cause trouble in the Thistle South Sea Region. 

In these seven great sea regions, which one had not been harmed by her before? 

This lass made light of even Black Flood Dragon King, and yet she was actually so obedient to a human 

youth? 

“Goodness gracious, was this young master hallucinating just now?” 



“Jingfei this girl actually also knows to be afraid of people?” 

“Strange! Peculiar! Could it be that the sun will rise from the west today?” 

… … 

Ye Yuan ignored the other people’s gazes and went straight up and said to Black Flood Dragon King 

coolly, “Black Flood Dragon King, your welcoming ceremony is really grand enough!” 

With regards to Black Flood Dragon King’s attitude of staying out of it just now, Ye Yuan could 

understand, but he was not happy. 

Therefore, he naturally did not have any good attitude. 

It was just that when the others saw his attitude, each and every one of them, they flew into a great 

rage. 

“Impudent! A mere human actually dares to be disrespectful to the Dragon King!” 

“Who the hell do you think you dare, to actually dare directly the Dragon Lord’s name directly!” 

When all of them on the right side and the left side heard this, they immediately scolded him. 

Ye Yuan’s mouth curled and he said disdainfully, “Dragon Lord? Huhu, a black flood dragon attaining Dao 

also dares to call himself Dragon Lord? In this vast ocean, there’s probably no true dragon, right? This 

results in you all, these pseudo-dragons, to call yourselves as dragon lords!” 

Although Ye Yuan was an ascender, he was an orthodox true dragon descendant. 

Before ascending, his bloodline power was cultivated to the extreme too. 

After ascending, his fleshy body similarly ascended to Heavenly Stratum! 

Hence, although he was a human, he was indeed a dragon race true spirit too! 

It was also precisely because of this that his true dragon power would be so vigorous. 

As for those present, regardless of whether it was the black flood dragon clan or the coiling dragon clan, 

they were all pseudo-dragons. 

Compared to the purity of Ye Yuan’s bloodline, it was worlds apart. 

Speaking of bloodline power, the strongest among them was still Little Dragon Girl Jingfei. 

It was just that Jingfei was likewise unbelievably weak in front of Ye Yuan. 

This was still under the circumstances that Ye Yuan was only Greater Sublime Heavenly Stratum. 

Once Ye Yuan broke through to Limitless Sublime Heavenly Stratum, his true dragon power would be 

strengthened again. 

Black Flood Dragon King did not have much reaction to Ye Yuan’s words, but Youqing’s eyelids jumped. 

Clearly, these words had triggered him. 



Even though Ye Yuan’s words were not directed at him. 

“Huhu, such high-sounding sentiments! A mere human also dares to be presumptuous about my dragon 

race? Who the hell do you think you are?” Youqing said with a cold smile. 

Ye Yuan ignored him and still looked right at Black Flood Dragon King. 

Youqing’s eyelids throbbed, fury looming between his eyebrows. 

Clearly, he was genuinely enraged. 

Previously, he did not care about Ye Yuan’s words at all. That was because, in his eyes, Ye Yuan was just 

an ant and not worthy of him getting angry at all. 

But ‘pseudo-dragon’ this term deeply triggered him. 

This was not just something that was his biggest taboo; it was also the thing that was the greatest taboo 

in the seven great sea regions. 

Among the seven great royal clans, there were four great royal clans that belonged to pseudo-dragons. 

Evolving into a true dragon one day was their greatest wish. 

Except, this step was far too difficult! 

Even if they stepped into Saint Sovereign Heaven, they would not be able to achieve this step either. 

Ye Yuan’s words were only spoken to ridicule Black Flood Dragon King, but he did not know that he had 

already committed a taboo. 

Of course, even if he knew, he would not care either.. 

 


